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BUILDING COVERED viTTH ANGEL HAIR 

Salt Lake City, Utah- October 19, 1962 - (LS) - Globes of white, sticky 
angel hair fell from the sky Thursday, October 18, and settled in balls 
and sheets over much of the Utah Power & Light Company, Gadsby Plant. 
Some pieces were 60 and 70 feet long, and gave the appearance of a tatter
ed parachute. Stretched far enough, it would disappear into nothingness. 
Some 50 employees first saw the white material high in the sky at about 
2:00 P.M. The material came from the North and fell from the sky for 15 
or 20 minutes, apparently mostly i� the area of the Gadsby plant. Dr. 
Grant Wynn of the State Health Department, informed of the phenomena on 
the 19th, said he had no guess as to what the substance might be. (Source: 
Desert News and Telegram from a clipping sent to ROAP by Jarnes Wardle). 

"ANTI-FREEZE" MAY SAVE MARTIANS 

tt Washington, D.C. - October 20, 1962- (LS) - Many Scientists now believe 
life thrives on Mars. Dr. Frank Salisbury of Colorado State University 
said in an article published last Spring that available evidence indicates 
that Martian life is well-adapted and flourishing. A recent suggested 
answer as to how Martian life survives the planet's cold nights is that 
Martians may, like the radiators of cars, use some -type of 11anti-freeze11 

tt 

to keep them alive. Salisbury said that "We should be prepared to en
counter some interesting surprises in biochemistry" on Mars. The first 
space shot to Mars, scheduled for 1964, will probably carry a tiny instru
ment known as Gulliver, which will be used to determine whether life does 
indeed exist on Mars. (SOURCE: SNL and The Atlanta Journal and Constitut
ion). 

NEWS BRIEFS: 

According to the Volmae 3, Number 3 issue of the LUFORO Bulletin, seven 
of Great Britain's major UFO societies including LUFORO, agreed to in
augurate the British UFO Association at a convention to be held on Sept. 
22, 1962. Look-See will print the results of this convention as s oon as 
additional information is received. (SOURCE: LUFORO). 

NOTE TO BRITISH MEMBER-GROUPS: We would appreciate further information 
on the above item, at the earliest possible date. Thank you. 

Please credit Look-See for all material used. Send news items, editorials 
and reports to: Look-See, 2875 Sequoyah Drive, N.W., Atlanta 5, Georgia. 

Several weeks ago, Rockford, Illinois police were alerted by reports of 
a strange object seen by early-rising residents. Upon investigation, the 
object proved to be a 22-foot-high balloon, launched by a group of local 
teenagers. If you come across any reports made in this area, in recent 
weeks, please take this under consideration when evaluating the report. 
(ROAP). 


